Pursuant to the November 28, 2007 Procedural Order issued in the above-referenced consolidated dockets, the Arizona Local Exchange Carriers Association ("ALECA") hereby submits the following reply comments to the September 4 and November 19, 2007 Staff lists of issues.

**ALECA'S REPLY COMMENTS**

The parties submitting initial comments in the consolidated Arizona Universal Service Fund ("AUSF") and Access Dockets have expressed a wide variety of opinions regarding the proper role of the AUSF and the extent to which and how intrastate access charges should be brought into closer alignment with interstate charges. In its Initial Comments, ALECA repeated two proposals that it first advanced in a 2004 submission in the AUSF Docket and in a 2006 White Paper. First, as in 2004, ALECA recommended providing AUSF support to rural incumbent local exchange carriers ("ILECs") with high cost loops and to help defray the cost of extending lines to remotely located customers. Second, as in 2006, ALECA again called for bringing the intrastate switched access rates of rural ILECS into equality with their interstate rates and having the AUSF compensate...
rural ILECs for the entire reduction in revenue. Finally, in response to the Staff’s November 19, 2007 Additional AUSF Issues List, ALECA endorsed the recommendations of the Arizona Eligible Telecommunication Carriers (“ETCs”) in their 2005 Report and Recommendations on Lifeline and Link-Up (“Report”). Other parties’ comments in these consolidated dockets ranged from also supporting the ETC’s 2005 recommendations, to opposing any expansion of the AUSF and questioning the wisdom of revenue-neutral access charge reform.

With respect to access charge reform, every commenting party but the Joint Carriers, recognized the need for at least the rural ILECs to bring intrastate access rates into closer correspondence with interstate rates. There was disagreement, however, on whether to attempt complete equality and if rural ILECs should be allowed to replace the sacrificed revenue with support from the AUSF. Some parties recommend funding at least part of the reduction in revenue by raising basic local exchange or other retail rates, and others proposed resorting to AUSF financing only to the extent that local rates are first increased to a benchmark level and it can be shown that current earnings are not excessive. On the other hand, there appears to be widespread agreement among the commenting parties, including ALECA, that where it is necessary to increase the size of the AUSF, the resulting surcharge rate should be broadly based.

While ALECA does not necessarily disagree with setting a benchmark rate, ALECA opposes relying solely on local and other retail rate increases to finance access charge reform and requiring earnings reviews before receiving support from the AUSF. ALECA respectfully points out that it is not feasible to raise local and other retail rates far enough to compensate for the loss of revenue from bringing intrastate access rates into equality with interstate rates. As ALECA estimated in its 2006 White Paper, the local exchange rates of its members would have to nearly double in order to make up for the lost revenue associated with matching their interstate access rate levels. Requiring a rural
ILEC to demonstrate that earnings are not excessive before receiving AUSF support would only embroil the Commission and the ILEC in lengthy and costly proceedings and will only further delay the reform that is already long overdue. Regardless of what the FCC may choose to do with the level of interstate access charges, it is certain that the current wide disparity between intrastate and interstate rates will not narrow noticeably if intrastate rates stay where they are today.

Despite ALECA’s disagreements with other commenting parties, there appears to be ample room for compromise and consensus on the subject of access charge reform if the parties are afforded the opportunity to negotiate. For example, the financial impact of bringing intrastate access rates of rural ILECs into equality with interstate rates may be mitigated by phasing in the adjustment; i.e., over three years. The financial impact may also be mitigated by first eliminating the carrier common line charge as the FCC has already done or by first reducing rural ILECs’ intrastate rates only as far as Qwest’s current intrastate access rate level. Agreeing on a reasonable benchmark for local rates does not seem outside the realm of possibility, and arriving at a consensus on the appropriate AUSF surcharge mechanism also seems likely.

ALECA is open to compromise provided that the outcome preserves and promotes the widespread availability and affordability of high quality telecommunications services in rural areas and small towns in Arizona. However, ALECA must disagree with those parties who oppose expanding the AUSF to provide support for rural ILECs with high cost loops and for line extensions to remotely located homes. A program of high cost loop support for rural ILECs (as ALECA proposed in 2004) provides an incentive to extend the reach of their facilities to serve additional rural residents. As the rural ILECs’ cost per loop rises in comparison to the national average, ALECA’s proposed program provides rural ILECs with greater support. Additionally, if federal high cost loop support for Arizona’s rural ILECs declines in the future (which seems likely), support from the
AUSF will increase under ALECA’s proposal. As long as the embedded cost per loop eligible for support includes only a reasonable return on invested capital, excessive earnings should not become an issue. Likewise, direct support for particular line extensions would be treated as a contribution in aid of construction under ALECA’s proposal and not included in the recipient’s rate base. Thus, support from the AUSF for high cost loops and line extensions seems an integral and manageable element of any compromise.

Finally, ALECA is pleased that the ETC’s 2005 Report may be revived and brought to the attention of the Commission. As the Report observes, automatically enrolling indigent families in Lifeline and Link-Up when they apply for other forms of public assistance, is the most effective means of reaching qualified households, and centralized administration is essential to achieving automatic enrollment. The AUSF represents an effective and equitable means of financing centralized administration.

ALECA appreciates this opportunity to provide these comments and looks forward to working with the Commission and the other parties to this consolidated docket on these issues.
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